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Abstract

College cost burden and student debt are among the 
most pressing discussions in contemporary US society. 
This conversation has largely been focused on changes 
in tuition and fees. While this is important, over 60% 
of the college cost at four-year public institutions is 
housing. This substantial burden has already forced 
35% of four-year college students to be housing 
insecure and 7% to be homeless (Baker-Smith et 
al., 2020). In order to address this, it is essential we 
understand the factors driving housing costs and its 
impacts on students. This paper assists in that goal by 
investigating changes in on- and off-campus housing 
costs at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte 
in recent years. Using tuition, fees, and on- and 
off-campus housing data from UNC Charlotte, we 
demonstrate that student housing cost increased by 6% 
on-campus and 20% off-campus between 2017 and 
2019. We also collected survey data from 99 students. 
According to those results, 59% of students currently 
feel cost burdened by their housing cost and 88% would 
feel burdened if their rent increased. Students believed 
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being part of a growing university and city attributed to increasing off-campus rents. 

 Keywords: housing, surveys, students, higher education, mixed-methods
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The annual cost of higher education at a four-year public institution has doubled in the 

last three decades from $9,714 in 1990 to $20,050 in 2017 (Figure 1). Still, university enrollment 

has increased by 27% since 2000 (Snyder et al., 2019). While more people are accessing higher 

education, students’ ability to afford a college education has deteriorated, leaving the nation with 

a collective student debt of $1.4 trillion and an estimated 70% of college graduates carry student 

loan debt averaging $38,000 per person (Fay, n.d.). On a societal level, this has created a gen-

eration of young adults burdened by debt, which impacts their purchasing power and the entire 

economy. As a result, how to make college affordable and decrease student debt is a common state 

and federal political discussion. This paper contributes to our understanding of the factors driving 

housing costs and its impacts on students by investigating changes in on- and off-campus housing 

costs at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte in recent years.

Literature Review

 The college affordability discussion has largely revolved around increasing tuition and 

fees; however, these are not the only factors. Student housing accounts for over 60% of the four-

year public college cost. Four-year public institution tuition and fees increased by 82% since 

2000, from $4,961 to $9,037 in 2017. During that time, on-campus housing cost increased, on 

average by 66%, from $3,761 to $6,227 (Figure 1). However, student housing is still left out of 

the discussion and changes in off-campus student housing costs are largely unknown. 
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Figure 1

Four-Year Public Postsecondary Institution Costs in Constant 2017 US Dollars, 1990-2017

Source: Snyder et al. (2019)

 While housing is largely left out of the popular discussion and the literature, some stud-

ies have examined student housing trends in the United States and other countries. For example, 

Van Der Werf (1990) wrote about the emerging privatization of student housing and potential 

loss of financial control. Others have written about shifting student preferences from traditional 

style to suites (Ghani & Suleiman, 2016; Khozaei et al., 2014; La Roche et al., 2010). Ong and 

colleagues (2013) discovered relationships between the number of students living on-campus and 

the off-campus market, driving factors in this connection were the cost of off-campus rent, com-

plex security and campus housing stock including availability, style, and price. Still, the studies 

have failed to connect back to the student cost burden. Students are also largely left out of housing 

affordability discussions and policies. Therefore, this research sets out to understand what is hap-

pening with student housing costs and bring its potential changes and implications into the larger 
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discussion around affordability for college and housing. In order to do this, this paper asks:

1. To what extent has on- and off-campus housing costs changed for college students?

2. What factors are driving these changes in the perspective of college students? 

3. What are the implications of rising housing costs for students and college affordability?

Methods

Case Study

We answer our research questions using the University of North Carolina at Charlotte 

(UNC Charlotte) as a case study. UNC Charlotte is a large public urban research institution and 

one of the 15 postsecondary institutions of the UNC System. It is the only system institution serv-

ing the City of Charlotte, the 16th largest city in the United States, and its surrounding metropol-

itan area. Both the City of Charlotte and UNC Charlotte have seen substantial growth in the past 

two decades (US Census). UNC Charlotte enrollment has grown from 17,241 in 2000 to 29,710 

in 2018 (Figure 4). Approximately 6,000 students live on campus and over 10,000 live immedi-

ately around campus. With transfer students accounting for half of new students each year and the 

university enrolling and graduating more low-income students than any other UNC system insti-

tution, UNC Charlotte has a diverse student body that is often left out of student housing discus-

sions (UNC Charlotte Admissions, 2020). 

Data Collection

 Primary and secondary data were collected between May and July 2019. All materials 

and study procedures were approved by the UNC Charlotte Institutional Review Board (IRB). 

Secondary data were largely derived from UNC Charlotte and UNC System sources. We obtained 

enrollment data from Fall 1988 to Spring 2019 from the Historical Factbook by the UNC Char-
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lotte Office of Institutional Research (n.d). Tuition and fees data were pulled from the website of 

UNC Charlotte Niner Central and the Office of Bursar. This data was only available from 2009 

onwards due to a record retention standard of 10 years and only publicly published from 2016 

onwards. On-campus housing data was pulled from the UNC Charlotte Housing and Residence 

Life website (n.d.). Housing rates were only publicly available from 2015-2016 onward. This data 

was compiled into excel sheets and analyzed using descriptive statistics to find the average and 

percent change over time. 

 For off-campus housing, we used data from individual leasing complexes offering academ-

ic year leases that start in August and run until the following July. These complexes are designed 

and marketed directly to students and owned largely by national companies. Following a general 

model of large-scale multi-unit housing offering individual leases for a furnished single bedroom/

bathroom and a shared common space with a kitchen and an all-inclusive rent, these complexes 

have risen in popularity and frequency since 2000 (Ghani & Suleiman, 2016.) There are 12 of 

these privately-owned complexes operating around the university, largely built in the last de-

cade, with the newest opening in Fall 2018 (Table 1). To find the rent price for each complex, we 

consulted with the respective leasing offices and websites. The apartments complexes only had 

on hand one or two years of rental rates. This specific housing is representative of current student 

housing market trends at UNC Charlotte and nationally, and most comparable to on-campus hous-

ing.  
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Table 1

Off-Campus Student Housing Leasing Offices

Name of Complex Leasing Website
49 North https://www.forty9north.com

The Edge
https://www.americancampus.com/student-apartments/nc/char-
lotte/the-edge

University Walk
https://www.americancampus.com/student-apartments/nc/char-
lotte/university-walk

University Village https://www.universityvillagecharlotte.com
The Flats at Mallard Creek https://theflatsatmallardcreek.com/#amenities
The Flats at Campus Pointe https://theflatsatcampuspointe.com
Arcadia https://www.arcadiauncc.com
Aspen https://myaspenheights.com/our-locations/charlotte/
Millennium One https://m1apartments.com
Blvd98 http://blvd98.com

University Crossings
https://www.americancampus.com/student-apartments/nc/char-
lotte/university-crossings-charlotte#specials

Haven 49 https://haven49charlotte.com
Campus Walk http://unccrentals.com/campus_walk.php
Colville Townhomes http://unccrentals.com/colville_townhouse.php
 University Terrace http://unccrentals.com/university_terrace.php
University Terrace North http://unccrentals.com/university_terrace_north.php

Note: 2019-2020 Academic Year rental rates were found on the complexes’ websites.

 To take into account UNC Charlotte’s surrounding area, known as University City, and 

Mecklenburg County as a whole, we used Quality of Life Data, an online public tool that includes 

numerous variables at the Neighborhood Profile Area (NPA) level (Charlotte-Mecklenburg Qual-

ity of Life Explorer, n.d.). To delineate between Mecklenburg County and specifically the Uni-

versity Area, we selected NPAs that contained at least one of our selected 12 individual leasing 

student complexes. Using the Explorer and ArcMap, we analyzed the spatial variation in the 

distribution of values for selected variables like rental costs (Figure 2).
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Figure 2

Rental Costs in Mecklenburg County vs University NPAs, 2017

Note: The star represents UNC Charlotte’s Campus

Source: Charlotte-Mecklenburg Quality of Life Explorer, Rental Costs 2017. Map edited by au-
thors.

Online Survey

To understand the student perspective on their cost burden, an online survey was con-

ducted over Summer 2019 through a Google Form. Eligibility criteria included being a current or 

recent former UNC Charlotte student and living or have recently lived in one of the off-campus, 

individual leasing student housing complexes. In an attempt to obtain a representative sample, 

participants were recruited in a variety of ways, including through social media, email, student 

organization listservs, and word-of-mouth. Students were asked several questions about their col-

lege status (first-generation, transfer status, aid-receiving), their current and past living arrange-
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ments and monthly rent. Students were also asked for their thoughts on changes occurring in the 

University Area and what was driving these changes, as well as their feelings related to housing 

costs and student cost burden (for a full list of survey questions, see Appendix). The responses 

collected were stored in an excel sheet. 

 In total, 89 undergraduates and 10 graduate students responded to the online survey, 39 

of whom were first-generation college students (representative of the whole student body). Nine 

were transfer students, which is an underrepresentation of the student body as a whole (Table 

2). Seventy-seven out of the 99 received some form of financial aid (representative of the whole 

student body); 90% of first-generation students did and all transfer students did. We cannot speak 

to gender, age or race/ethnicity because we did not ask those demographics.

Table 2

Survey Sample Demographics Compared to Overall UNC Charlotte Student Demographics

Data Analysis

  Current and former housing arrangements were analyzed in the subsequent method to 

calculate the monthly rent rate. First, all rent rates received were organized by year, then complex, 

then by number of bedrooms in the unit. Secondly, an average rent was calculated for each type of 

unit in the complex. These rents were compared to other complexes then an average rent rate for 

each style of unit in the off-campus market was calculated. Lastly, these rents were averaged to 
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give mean rent for the off-campus market. 

 To compare on- and off-campus costs, a few assumptions had to be made due to the differ-

ences between the two. The academic year runs from Mid-August to Mid-May, which totals nine 

months and is divided into two semesters. For students living on-campus, they pay a single rate at 

the beginning of each semester and are only allowed to reside on campus over the academic year. 

For students staying off-campus, their 12-month leases start in mid-August to the end of July with 

monthly rent due at the beginning of each month. Therefore, these residents pay ten months for 

the academic year and two summer months. On-campus students seeking summer housing must 

find another option and for off-campus students they must continue to pay or sublease their unit 

(Figure 3). We specifically looked at individual leasing complexes that included furnished apart-

ments with utilities included in rent due to their prevalence around UNC Charlotte and increasing 

popularity across the country. Students who choose to live in traditional unfurnished apartments 

and in rental homes have different costs that are harder to compare directly to on-campus housing. 

Figure 3 

Student Housing Lease Lengths in Comparison to Academic Year

Note: On-Campus refers to residence halls, off-campus refers to student housing complexes. 

While there are differences in the two markets, comparing individual leasing complex-
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es allows for more accuracy in our findings. To make the most accurate direct comparison, we 

accounted for differences in types of housing offered by the two. On-campus student housing 

offers a variety of styles including traditional double rooms, suites, and one- and four-bedroom 

apartments, while off-campus only offers apartments and townhomes. To make the most accurate 

comparison, we compared the cost of one- and four-bedroom apartments. To do so we converted 

the cost into a monthly rent, a semester rate, and yearly cost. Semester rates were divided by five 

to provide the on-campus monthly rent cost. Monthly rents were multiplied by five to provide 

their semester rate. To provide the total price for the 10-month academic year, we doubled the 

semester rate.

Results

This section shows our findings, organized by research question. First, we use the second-

ary quantitative data to demonstrate how on- and off-campus housing costs changed for college 

students. Second, we draw on primary survey data to explore what factors are driving these 

changes in the perspective of college students. In the final section, we build on these findings to 

discuss our third question, i.e. the implications of rising housing costs for students and college 

affordability.  

Campus and Local Changes

  UNC Charlotte enrollment has increased by 72% in the past two decades, from 17,241 

in 2000 to 29,701 in 2018. For undergraduates specifically, enrollment was 19,755 in 2010 and 

24,381 in 2018 (Figure 4). Meanwhile, in-state undergraduate tuition and fees per semester in-

creased from $2,404 in 2010 to $3,548 in 2019 (Table 3). In other words, in-state tuition and fees 

increased by 47% while total enrollment only increased by 6%. 
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Figure 4 

UNC Charlotte Fall Enrollment 2000-2018

Source: UNC Charlotte Office of Institution Research, Factbook (2018) 

Table 3

Source: UNC Charlotte Niner Central, Tuition and Fees (2019)

We found tremendous changes in the University Area as well as significant differences 
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between this area and Mecklenburg County as a whole. The selected University NPAs saw a 92% 

population increase, compared to a 58% increase for the County overall (Table 4). Low average 

resident age, household income, and single-family units and ownership speak to a traditional 

postsecondary student population. While the University Area differs greatly from the rest of the 

County due to the high number of students, 2017 rental costs only differed by 17% difference, 

averaging $1,097 in the County and $915 in the University Area (Table 4, Figure 2).

Table 4

Select Population and Housing Variables for Mecklenburg County and the University Area

Source: Charlotte Mecklenburg Quality of Life Explorer

Housing Cost Changes 

  We find that both on- and off-campus housing costs have risen in recent years. For 

on-campus housing specifically, semester rates have increased on average by nearly 16%, from 

$3,947 in 2015-2016 to $4,565 in 2019-2020. Double traditional rooms saw the largest price 

increase at nearly 20%. Three-bedroom suites saw the smallest price increase at 9% and no 
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on-campus option saw a price decrease (Table 5). Calculating a monthly rent for comparison we 

can see that rent for a one bedroom is $1,071 and $960 for four Bedrooms with two shared bath-

rooms. Overall, the average on-campus housing yearly cost increased from $7,894 in 2015-2016 

to $9,130 in 2019-2020 (Table 6).

Table 5

UNC Charlotte On-campus Housing Rates per Semester and Percent Changes, 2015-2019

Source: UNC Charlotte Housing & Residence Life website

Table 6

UNC Charlotte On-Campus Rate per Month, Semester, and Yearly Cost, 2015-2019

Note: 1B = 1 Bedroom, Apt = Apartment, 4B = 4 Bedroom 

 For off-campus rents, we used the data collected by the student survey and leasing offic-

es. We received responses for each of the 16 complexes listed in the survey; 12 were individual 

leasing complexes, and four offered individual and traditional leasing. We also received 12 entries 

for unlisted complexes. We received a total of one response for 2015-2016, four for 2016-2017, 
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19 for 2017-2018, and 99 responses for 2018-2019. Due to limited responses for 2015-2016 and 

2016-2017, we chose not to compare these values due to the inability to evaluate their validity. 

For 2017-2018, we did not receive one- or two-bedroom rents. For each year, the most reported 

bedroom students lived in was a four-bedroom unit. We find that for each year prices increased for 

each style of unit, except for three bedrooms. Four-bedroom apartments varied the most in price, 

with an average of $350 difference between the minimum and maximum rents (Table 7). 

Table 7

University Area Off-Campus Monthly Rents, 2017-2020

Note: Average was found by each individual unit type for that respective year. 

To compare directly to on-campus, we pulled one- and four-bedroom rents from Table 6 

and then averaged all rents reported for an individual year. The average off-campus rent paid by 

students increased from $612 in 2017-2018 to $732 in 2019-2020, an average increase of 20%. In 
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the same time frame, four-bedroom apartments increased by 7.5% from $561 to $603 (Table 8). 

Table 8

UNC Charlotte Off-campus Month, Semester, and Yearly Cost, 2017-2019

Note: 1B = 1 Bedroom, Apt = Apartment, 4B = 4 Bedroom 

 Due to the larger availability of four-bedroom apartments than one-bedrooms in the on- 

and off-campus housing stock, we directly compare them to the on-campus equivalent in Table 

9. While both prices have increased since 2017-2018, there is on average a $1,500 saving to 

live off-campus for a semester. Strikingly, we find that in 2019-2020 a student saved on average 

$3,572 living off-campus for the academic year when comparing tuition, fees, and housing (Table 

9). Student survey respondents also felt that college cost and the cost burden have both grown. 

Table 9

Cost to Attend and Live in a Four-Bedroom Apartment at UNC Charlotte, 2017-2019

Note: Yearly cost only includes Fall and Springs semesters, not the optional summer term 

Factors Driving Housing Cost Changes 
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  Of the students surveyed, 96% believed that higher education’s cost burden had increased. 

Of those respondents, 76% believed that university growth was the cause while 58% believed that 

inflation and lack of government funding/aid was the cause (Figure 5). In reference to off-cam-

pus rents, 92% of students believed that rents had increased in the University Area. Over 60% 

of students believed that enrollment growth, construction of new complexes, and rising rents in 

Charlotte were increasing the off-campus rents (Figure 6). 

Figure 5 

Factors Increasing Higher Education’s Cost Burden

Note: Students were asked to “select all that apply” for relevant factors. 
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Figure 6 

Factors Driving Changes in Off-Campus Housing Rents

Note: “Light Rail Construction” refers to the expansion of LYNX Blue Line from downtown 
Charlotte to the University. 

 Nearly 70% of students either agreed or strongly agreed that off-campus student hous-

ing was contributing to the cost burden of students. Only 12% of students disagreed or strongly 

disagreed that off-campus housing was impacting the cost burden (Figure 7). At the time of the 

survey, 59% of students felt current cost burden by their off-campus rents. When asked if they 

would feel a cost burden if their rents increased, 88% of students said yes. 
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Figure 7

Off-Campus Cost are Increasing Cost Burden of Students

Note: Students were asked to choose only one response. 

A majority of students who chose to live off-campus choose to due to the cost-burden of 

on-campus living. Of the respondents, 45% and 40% respectively chose to live off-campus for 

convenience to the university and amenities of the complex (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8

Factors Determining Student Selection of Complex

Note: Individual Leasing refers to each bedroom in a unit receiving its own lease. 

Half of students responded that they were moving after July 2019 when their lease end-

ed. While students oftentimes select off-campus housing to save money, the most common rea-

sons for moving once they are living off-campus is their lease ending and relocating to another 

off-campus housing complex. Others (27%) listed increased rent as a reason for moving and 31% 

of respondents were moving to a rental home or non-student apartments (Figure 9). Students’ 

written responses confirmed that, while off-campus housing is costly to them, it is still cheaper 

and more accessible than living on-campus. Some students were concerned about off-campus 

safety and security, which is in line with other studies (La Roche et al., 2010; Ong et al., 2013). 
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Students were also concerned with the generalization that all college students receive financial 

support from parents, arguing that that is not always the case. 

Figure 9

Factors Leading to Students Moving

Note: Non-student apartments were not compared due to time constraints and different factors that 
make them less directly comparable to on-campus residence halls. 

Discussion and Conclusions

 In summary, we find that on-campus and off-campus housing costs have changed dras-

tically in recent years. On average, on-campus rates increased by 16% since 2015. Since 2017 

alone, on-campus living increased by 6% and off-campus rents increased by 20%. Even with this 

recent increase in the off-campus market, it is still cheaper to live off-campus for the academic 

year. We also find that UNC Charlotte’s on-campus housing prices per academic year were 25% 

higher than the national average reported by the Digest of Education in 2017-2018, off-cam-
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pus prices was 7% lower (Synder et al., 2019). While students typically save money by living 

off-campus, 59% of students say they are currently cost burdened by their rent. This cost burden 

and the changes in off-campus rents impact where and how long students stay in their residence. 

Ninety percent of our survey sample expressed that a future rent increase would make them feel 

cost burdened. As such, results support the point that student housing needs to be included in col-

lege affordability discussions.  

  Students attribute the increasing cost of higher education largely to university growth, as 

well as lack of government funding, inflation and housing privatization. Top factors believed to 

drive changes in off-campus rents, according to students, were general rising rents around Char-

lotte, UNC Charlotte enrollment growth, the construction of new student housing and Charlotte 

population growth. In other words, being part of a city where housing costs are increasing, im-

pacts the University Area, and both university growth and city growth were believed to be attrib-

uting to increased rents. 

 While it does seem to be more cost effective for students to live off-campus, it is not 

as straight-forward as it seems. On-campus housing is for the 10-month academic year, while 

off-campus housing is a 12-month lease running from August to July. This differing timespan 

causes an opportunity cost related to summer housing. Another challenge of comparing on- and 

off-campus housing is that there are certain amenities such as internet and cable factored into the 

rent. Meanwhile, off-campus housing may have other amenities, such as a pool or a gym. While 

this difference is hard to compare, students’ total cost for the 12-month lease on average is less 

than the cost to live on-campus for an entire academic-year, which influences their perceptions of 

housing costs and how they make decisions on where to live.  

  A limitation of this paper is that we only looked at one university. That said, we anticipate 

findings to be reflective of those of similar institutions. Furthermore, in an effort to overcome this 
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limitation and provide more knowledge on the subject, this project is currently being expanded 

to look at all 15 postsecondary institutions in the UNC System. Other limitations include poten-

tial margin of error in the housing data collected, and the convenience sample of the survey data. 

Though our student sample was relatively small, it was largely representative of the larger student 

body and the student responses largely agreed with one another, suggesting a reliability of the re-

sults. While on-campus housing was readily available, off-campus rents are not tracked anywhere 

to our knowledge and leasing offices only had largely only one year available. Therefore, we use 

the student survey responses to calculate off-campus rents in previous years. Additional recom-

mendations include a comprehensive analysis of all price points available in the student housing 

market including on-campus rates, student apartments, and privately-owned rental homes. Due to 

the ever-changing conditions that students experience in their educational trajectories, a longitu-

dinal study is also needed to understand changes in cost burden over time, including post-gradua-

tion. 

 In conclusion, we find that the on- and off-campus housing costs at UNC Charlotte have 

increased in recent years. A majority of our student sample expressed that they currently feel cost 

burdened by their housing costs, and 90% shared they would feel cost burdened if their rent were 

to further increase. While the UNC System (2019) unveiled its college affordability “NC Prom-

ise” plan, reducing tuition to $500/semester at three institutions, it only focuses on tuition. While 

tuition and fees are a factor in college costs, they are not the only one and for many two- and 

four-year public institutions, housing is the largest cost factor. Therefore, it is essential that we 

continue to explore and discuss what is happening in student housing, not just at an institutional 

level (e.g. within UNC Charlotte) but also as part of the broader national discussion about col-

lege affordability. Further examination should also be given to solutions on reducing or curbing 

housing cost for college students. Students should be involved in that conversation since they are 
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directly affected. Our ongoing research explores who else should be involved in those discussions 

given that a variety of public and private stakeholders are involved with setting the prices for both 

on- and off-campus housing.
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Note: Survey questions used in this study.
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